Abstract---Many real-world planning problems require search ing for an optimal solution in the face of uncertain input.
I. Introduction
This paper presents our parallel algorithms for scalable stochastic integer optimization. Specifically, we are interested in problems with integer solutions, and hence, in Branch-and Bound (BnB) approaches. Although BnB is a well-studied method, there has been little prior work in parallelizing or scaling two-stage, stochastic Integer Programs (IPs).
We structure this paper to expose the design influences on parallel solutions of stochastic IPs. Once past the introductory sections (II--IV), we present our approach to parallelizing stochastic IPs (V), and discuss the factors we considered while designing a parallel BnB for such optimization problems (VI). This section presents some of the challenges that set this problem apart from typical parallel computational science applications. We pick a programming model that enables the expression and management of the available parallelism in section VII. Finally, we present two primary design variations (VIII and IX) , and analyze their performance in section X.
The context for our work is a US fleet management problem where aircraft are allocated to cargo movement missions under uncertain demands (III). However, the design discussions and parallelization techniques are not specific to it.
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II. Two-stage Stochastic Integer Optimization
In real world situations, future outcomes are often dependent on factors that cannot be deterministically predicted (e.g: weather in agriculture, product demands in the manufacturing, stock prices for an investor). However, resources have to be allocated before these uncertain influences become known. When resource use has to be optimized under such conditions, the problem falls under the purview of stochastic optimization. Unlike deterministic programming, stochastic programming explicitly incorporates uncertain parameters by assuming a probabilistic distribution to make a more rational decision for optimal resource allocation. Application of stochastic programming spans a diverse set of fields ranging from production, financial modeling, transportation (road as well as air), supply chain and scheduling to environmental and pollution control, telecommunications and electricity.
In multi-stage stochastic programs, decisions are made in multiple stages. For example, in portfolio management, a fixed amount of cash available at time to has to be invested across times t 1, t2, .. tn. Decisions taken at time ti will depend on the decisions/outcomes from ti-I. Unlike the case of portfolio management in which the unknown parameters are realized over a sequence of stages, in two-stage stochastic programs, all the unknown parameters are realized in a single stage. In the first stage, strategic decisions are made (the known resources are allocated to the different fields of activities) and in the sec ond stage operational decisions are made for every scenario. A specific instantiation of the unknown parameters is called a scenario. Most applications can be formulated as two-stage programs. Multi-stage programs can be solved by conversion to two-stage programs or by applying the nested version of the methods used to solve two-stage programs. Therefore we focus our work on two-stage stochastic programs.
Two-stage stochastic optimization is commonly solved us ing Benders decomposition [1], where candidate solutions are generated in Stage 1 and are evaluated in Stage 2 for every scenario (Figure 1 ). Stage 1 (Eq. l) gets feedback from Stage 2 (Eq.2) in the form of cuts (Eq.3), which are used by the Stage 1 to improve the candidate solution. The process iterates until no improvement can be made. [3] , Sahinidis [4] , in the broader context of decision-making under uncertainty, give excellent overviews of stochastic IP problems.
III. Case Study: Military Aircraft Allocation
The US Air Mobility Command manages a large fleet of aircraft that are assigned to cargo and personnel movement missions. These missions operate under varying demands and experience sudden changes. The aim is to plan for an upcoming time period by accounting for the uncertainty in upcoming demands and allocating aircraft to missions such that the overall costs are minimized. The uncertainty in demands definitely puts this problem in the class of stochastic programs. Integer solutions are required because aircraft need to be dedicated completely to individual missions.
We use representative datasets that model this problem. They are classified based on the number of time periods (days) in the planning window and the number of possible scenarios that need to be evaluated to account for the uncertainty. The sizes of the LPs are given in Table I . For e.g., the 5t-120 dataset has approximately 135 integer variables in the Stage 1 IP, 1.6M variables in the Stage 2 LP, and about 1M Stage 2 constraints when evaluating 120 Stage 2 scenarios. Similarly, 3t-240 stands for the 3t model with 240 scenarios, and so on. These models can be downloaded in SMPS I format from our website 2 .
IV. Prior Work
Parallelizing IP optimizations using BnB is in itself a challenging problem. Large scale solvers for Mixed Integer Programs (MIPs) have been studied before [5] , [6] . The diffi culty in achieving high efficiencies has been documented. Kale et al [7] have studied the challenges of dynamic load balancing in parallel tree search implementations. Gurobi [8] has a state of-the art mixed integer program solver that exploits multi core architectures. However, Koch et al in [6] observe that Gurobi suffers from poor efficiency (typically about 0.1) as it scales from I to 32 threads, the reason being that the number of BnB vertices needed to solve an instance varies substantially with different number of threads.
Our work involves optimization of stochastic IPs, which have decomposable program structure and large size. It presents further challenges that make it even harder to paral lelize than just IPs. Examples of the uses of stochastic integer programming can be found in literature. Bitran et al [9] model production planning of style goods as a stochastic mixed IP. Dempster et al [10] consider heuristic solutions for a stochastic hierarchical scheduling problems. A comprehensive listing of work on stochastic IPs can be found here [11] .
A stochastic program can be solved using its extensive formulation, which is its deterministic equivalent in which variables and constraints from all the scenarios are combined together in a single large LP. This LP can then be fed to any of the several open or commercial LP/IP solvers. However, Escudero et al [12] note that MIP solvers such as CPLEX [13] do not provide solution for even toy instances of two stochastic IPs in a viable amount of time.
We have not found systematic studies of large-scale stochas tic integer optimization in literature .. Py SP [14] , [15] is a generic decomposition-based solver for large-scale multistage stochastic MIPs. It provides a Python based programming framework for developing stochastic optimization models. For the solution of the stochastic programs, it comes with parallel implementations of algorithms such as Rockafellar and Wets' progressive hedging. These tend to be heuristic algorithms that require substantial parameter tuning. To the extent of our knowledge, the computational and scaling behavior of this framework have not been explored and the solver suffers from poor parallel efficiency because of MIP solve times. Recent work of Lubin et al [16] is based on parallelizing the dual decomposition of Stage 1 integer program by using interior-point solvers. Their study is limited to 32 cores and the approach suffers from load imbalance.
V. Parallelization Approach
Two-stage stochastic optimization problems have a natural expression in a two-stage software structure. The first stage proposes candidate solutions and the second stage evaluates multiple scenarios that helps refine the solution from the first stage. In earlier work [17] on stochastic LP, we focused on an iterative, two-stage master-worker design for the solution of stochastic linear programs. This tapped the readily available parallelism in Stage 2 by evaluating multiple possible sce narios simultaneously ( 3a). Although such a design captured much of the low-hanging, easily exploitable parallelism, it was quickly limited by the serial bottleneck of performing Stage 1 computations ( Figure 2) .
In contrast to earlier work, this paper focuses on the solution of stochastic integer programs (IP), which requires that Stage 1 solve an IP for every iteration. Since solving an IP is much more computationally expensive than an LP, this will magnify the serial bottleneck of the master-worker design such that it becomes completely untenable. Thus, it is imperative to reduce and hide this sequential bottleneck by exposing more parallelism.
Our approach to parallelizing stochastic IPs is by using BnB to obtain integer solutions to Stage 1 variables. We start by relaxing the integrality constraints in Stage 1 and solve the stochastic LP. BnB proceeds by branching on fractional parts of a solution obtained from the stochastic LP and restricting each branch to disjoint portions of the search space until gradually all variables in the solution become integral. This yields a tree where each vertex has one additional constraint imposed on the feasible space of solutions than its parent. We find a solution to this additionally constrained two-stage stochastic LP at this vertex, and then continue to branch. Therefore, each vertex in our BnB tree is a stochastic LP. The stochastic LP at each vertex permits evaluating each of the multiple scenarios in parallel. Additionally, the BnB search for integer solutions permits exploring the disjoint portions of the search space (i.e. the tree vertices) in parallel. Thus there are two sources of parallelism -simultaneous evaluation of Stage 2 scenarios and the simultaneous exploration of BnB tree vertices. This nested parallelism has to be exploited for any reasonable scalability.
A relevant observation that influences processor utilization is the mutual exclusivity of the two stages of the stochastic programs. For a given vertex, Stage 1 cannot proceed while it is waiting for feedback from Stage 2, and Stage 2 is necessarily dependent on Stage 1 for each new candidate solution. Ensur ing high utilization of compute resources will therefore require interleaving the iterative two-stage evaluation of multiple BnB vertices. This is also what makes this application distinct from the traditional applications of BnB. In traditional applications of BnB such as integer programming, traveling salesman problem (TSP), game tree search algorithms, etc. each tree vertex is an atomic unit of work i.e. when a vertex is processed it is either pruned or tagged as an incumbent solution or branches to generate children. No further processing of that vertex is required. On the other hand, in our application, each tree vertex is a stochastic LP optimization and therefore can require multiple rounds of Stage 1 and Stage 2 computations for optimization. While a vertex is being processed in Stage 2, its Stage 1 state has to be saved, so that it can be retrieved for the next Stage 1 computation (which will happen when the corresponding current Stage 2 finishes).
VI. Design Considerations

A. Coarse-Grained Decomposition
In our designs, we choose to delegate sequential LP so lutions in Stage 1 and Stage 2 to an existing optimization library. This allows us to leverage the expertise encapsulated in these highly tuned libraries and focus on the parallelization and accompanying artifacts. Hence, the fundamental unit of sequential computation in our designs is a single linear pro gram solve. This results in very coarse grain sizes.
B. Unpredictable Grain Sizes
There is sizeable variation in the time taken for an LP solve in both Stage 1 and Stage 2. Additionally, there is no persistence in the time taken for LP solves. A single Stage 1 LP for a given vertex may take widely varying times as a result of the addition of a few cuts from Stage 2. Likewise, we do not observe any persistence in Stage 2 LP solve times either across different scenarios for a given Stage 1 candidate solution, or for the same scenario across different candidate solutions. An illustrative execution profile is presented in Figure 4 .
C. Varying Amounts of Available Parallelism
The BnB tree exposes a varying amount of parallelism as the search for an optimum progresses. The search starts with a single vertex (the tree root) being explored. More parallelism is gradually uncovered in a ramp-up phase, as each vertex branches and creates new vertices. However, once candidate integer solutions are found, the search tree can be pruned to avoid unnecessary work. For large enough search trees, there is usually a middle phase when there are a large, but fluctuating number of vertices on the exploration front depending on branching and pruning rates. Once the optimum is found, the remaining work involves proving its optimality by exploring the tree until all other vertices are pruned. Towards the end, pruning starts to dominate and the front of exploration shrinks rapidly. Any parallel design has to necessarily cope with, and harness these varying levels of available concurrency.
D. Load Balance
The utter lack of persistence in the sizes of the sequential grains of computation and the constantly varying amount of available parallelism imply that a static a priori partition of work across different compute objects (or processors) will not ensure high utilization of the compute resources. It also precludes the use of any persistence-based dynamic load balancing solutions. Hence, our designs adopt pull-based or stealing-based load balancing techniques to ensure utilization. To avoid idle time, a parallel design must maintain pools of available work that can be doled out upon pull requests.
E. Solver Libraries Maintain Internal State
Unlike other numerical libraries, LP solvers maintain in ternal state across calls. They maintain the optimal basis of the previous problem that was solved. Most use cases for such solvers involve iterating over a problem with repeated calls to the library. Typically, each call supplies only mildly modified inputs as compared to the previous invocation. In such cases, the search for an optimum can be greatly sped up by starting from the previous solution. Hence, it is highly desirable to retain this internal state across calls as it greatly shortens the time to solution. This is known as a "warm" start or "advanced" start.
The two-stage optimization problems that interest us follow this pattern too. There are many iterations (rounds) to converge to a solution. In Stage 1, each iteration only adds/deletes a few constraints on the feasible search space. In Stage 2, the coefficient matrix of the LP remains the same, and only the right-hand sides of the constraints are modified across calls. A more detailed discussion on the impact of advanced starts can be found in [17] .
Hence, it is beneficial to (a) allow all the solver library instances in the parallel execution to maintain state across calls and, (b) to maintain an affinity between the solvers and the problems that they work on across iterations. It is desirable to pick a parallel programming paradigm that will permit encapsulating and managing multiple solver instances per processor.
F. Concurrency Limited by Library Memory Footprint
The lowest levels of the BnB tree that have not been pruned constitute the "front" of exploration. The number of vertices on this front at any given instant represents the maximum available concurrency in exploring the tree. Each vertex on this front represents a unique combination of branching constraints. Since each vertex goes through multiple iterations (rounds), it is desirable to exploit warm starts for each vertex. This can be achieved by assigning one solver instance for each vertex that is currently being explored. However, LP solvers have large memory footprints. The memory usage required for a LP solver instance for 3t, 5t, lOt, 1St are 50MB, 100MB, 230MB, 950 MB, respectively in Stage 1 and 10MB, 15MB, 30MB, 45MB, respectively in Stage 2. This implies that the number of solver instances is limited by available memory, and can be substantially smaller than the number of vertices in a large BnB search tree.
The actual subset of vertices on the front that are currently being explored are known as "active" vertices. The parallel de sign should account for the memory usage by solver instances, carefully manage the number of active vertices, and expose as much parallelism as permitted by memory constraints.
G. Stage 2 Feedback Can Be Shared Across the BnB Tree
While the set of branching constraints for each vertex are unique to it, the cut constraints from Stage 2 are not. The branching constraints influences the candidate allocations that are generated in Stage 1. These, in tum, only affect the right hand sides in the Stage 2 LPs, which simply alters the objective function in dual of the Stage 2 LP. The dual polytope of the Stage 2 LPs remains the same across all the vertex in the BnB tree. This implies that the dual optimal solutions obtained in Stage 2 for a candidate solution from the Stage 1 LP of a given vertex, are all valid dual extreme points for any vertex in the BnB tree. Hence, the Benders cuts that are generated from the Stage 2 LPs remain valid irrespective of the branching constraints imposed on a vertex, implying that cuts generated from evaluating scenarios for a given vertex are also valid for all vertices in the BnB tree.
This observation provides a powerful solution to increasing the exposed parallelism while remaining within the memory usage constraints. Since cuts can be shared across vertices, two vertices only differ in the branching constraints unique to them. By applying this delta of branching constraints, a Stage 1 LP solver instance can be reused to solve a Stage 1 LP from another vertex. Solver libraries typically expose API to add / remove constraints. Hence, it becomes possible to reuse a single solver instance to interleave the exploration of multiple BnB vertices. We can simply remove branching constraints specific to the vertex that was just in a Stage 1 LP solve, and reapply constraints specific to another vertex that is waiting for such a Stage 1 solve. This permits exploring more vertices than the available number of solver instances, and also retains the ability to exploit warm starts for Stage 1 LP solves.
The reasoning presented here also implies that the same Stage 2 solver instance can evaluate scenarios across multiple vertices. Hence, we can share both Stage 1 and Stage 2 solvers.
H. Total Amount of Computation is Variable and Perturbable
The total amount of computation performed to complete the BnB exploration depends on the number of BnB vertices explored and the number of Stage I--Stage 2 rounds for each vertex. Unlike traditional iterative HPC algorithms, this total work required is variable and not known a priori. This is compounded by the fact that the shape and size of the BnB tree is easily perturbed. The number of vertices explored depends on the branching and pruning decisions during the exploration. Any factor that affects these decisions can alter the time to solution. 1) Incumbent Ordering: A parallel exploration of the BnB tree implies that even if the explored trees are identical across two runs, the order in which incumbent solutions are generated can vary slightly because of LP solve times, system noise, network interference in message communication, etc. This order affects the pruning of vertices from the tree. Some cases might even cause a slightly worse incumbent to prune a vertex that would have yielded a slightly better incumbent (but within the pruning threshold) simply because the worse incumbent was generated slightly early on another processor.
2)
Degeneracy: Degeneracy occurs when the same extreme point on the feasible space polytope can be represented by several different bases. When this happens at the optimal extreme point, there can multiple dual optimal solutions. LPs often have degenerate solutions. While solving LPs, depending upon the starting point of the simplex method, one can end up with different solutions. If we share solver resources in an attempt to circumvent memory limitations, we cause an LP solve to start with an internal state that was the result of the previous LP solve for a different vertex. Thus, sharing solvers can yield different solutions to an LP depending on the order in which vertices use the shared LP solver instance. This can happen in both Stage 1 and Stage 2. Different LP solutions can impact the branching decisions under that vertex in the BnB tree. This reasoning implies that sharing LP solver instances can lead to different BnB tree structures.
Better Utilization i= Better Performance
For many parallel, HPC applications, load balance ensures minimal overall compute resource idle time, and hence results in better performance by maximizing the rate of computations. However, parallel, BnB search confounds such thinking. In deed, reducing idle time by eagerly exploring as much of the tree as possible might be counter-productive by using compute resources for exploring sub-trees that might have been easily pruned later.
VII. Programming Model
The designs that we discuss here are implemented in an object-based, sender-driven parallel programming model called Charm++ [18] , [19] . Charm++ is a runtime-assisted parallel programming framework in C++. Programs are de signed using C++ constructs by partitioning the algorithm into classes. Charm++ permits elevating a subset of the classes and methods into a global space that spans all the processes during execution. Parallel execution then involves interact ing collections of objects, with some objects and methods being invoked across process boundaries. Data transfer and messaging are all cast in the form of such remote method invocations. Such remote methods are always one-sided (only sender initiates the call), asynchronous (sender completes before receiver executes method), non-blocking (sender's side returns before messaging completion) and also do not return any values (remote methods are necessarily of void return type). Charm++ supports individual instances of objects, and also collections (or chare arrays of objects). Some features of Charm++ that enable the designs discussed in this paper: b) Object-based expression: of designs facilitate the easy placement and dynamic migration of specific computations on specific processors. It also permits oversubscribing processors with multiple objects to hide work-starvation of one with available work in another.
c) Non-blocking reductions: for any required data collec tion, notifications etc avoids any synchronization that could be detrimental to performance. A programming model well suited to such problems, should unlock all the available parallelism without bridling it with synchronization constructs. d) Prioritized execution: allows us to simply tag mes sages with appropriate priorities and allow the Charm++ runtime system to pick the highest priority tasks from the available pool.
VIII. Design A: Each BnB Vertex is an Isolated Two-Stage LP
A. Stage 1 Tree Explorers
A collection of compute objects (chare array in Charm++) explore the BnB tree in parallel. Each Tree Explorer hosts an instance of the Gurobi LP library. Tree Explorers are constrained to explore only one vertex at a time. Whenever a new vertex is picked, the library instance is reset and reloaded with a known collection of cuts from an ancestor vertex. When the vertices are waiting on Stage 2 feedback, the Tree Explorer idles. The processors dedicated to exploring the tree are oversubscribed by placing multiple Tree Explorers on each. The Charm++ runtime automatically overlaps idle time in one object with computation in another object by invoking any objects which are ready to compute. In the situation when multiple objects on a processor are ready to compute, execution is prioritized according to the search policy. This is indicated to the Charm++ runtime by tagging the messages with a priority field. This field can be an integer (tree depth), a fraction (bounds / cost), or a bitvector (vertex identifier).
B. Cut Dump Manager
Solving stochastic LP at each vertex from scratch can be very expensive as this potentially repeats a lot of avoidable Stage I--Stage 2 rounds to regenerate all the cuts that would have been generated by vertex's ancestors. Each vertex, there fore, starts with the cuts of its parent. This significantly re duces the number of rounds required to optimize the stochastic LPs.
We precompute the available memory on the system and corral a portion of it for storing dumps of cut collections. Whenever a vertex converges, we extract its collection of cuts from the library instance and store it in the available memory. The dump is tagged with the bitvector id of the vertex. Whenever an immediate child of this vertex is picked for exploration, the parent's cut collection is retrieved and applied to the library instance. Once both children of a vertex are explored, the parent's dump is discarded. Hence, at any given time, the number of cut dumps stored is a linear function of the number of vertices on the tree frontier. The cut collection dumps are managed by a third chare collection called the Cut Manager. Objects of this collection are not placed on processors with Tree Explorers in order to keep them reasonably responsive to requests.
C. Scenario Evaluators
Akin to the Tree Explorers, the Scenario Evaluators are a collection of compute objects each of which hosts an LP instance. These evaluate the candidate solutions for one or more scenarios and send the generated cuts directly back to the Tree Explorer that hosts the specific BnB vertex. We dedicate a collection of Scenario Evaluators to each Tree Explorer. Each Tree Explorer object interacts directly with its collection of Scenario Evaluators. We place these multiple collections of Scenario Evaluators on the same subset of processors. Idle time in one is overlapped with computation in another. The execution of Stage 2 computations for the most important vertices is again achieved by simply tagging the messages with the priorities of the corresponding vertices.
D. Load Balancing
When a Tree Explorer converges to an LP solution on a vertex, on its currently assigned vertex, further work is generated only if the vertex branches. In this case, the children are deposited with the Stage 1 Manager vertex queue. After every Stage 1 LP convergence, the Tree Explorer requests the Stage 1 Manager for a new vertex to work on. The Stage 1 Manager dequeues the highest priority vertex from its vertex queue and sends it to requesting Tree Explorer. Thus all Tree Explorers always pull from a global pool of available work. This effectively balances Stage 1 load and also ensures a globally prioritized tree exploration.
IX. Design B: BnB Vertices Share Cut Constraints, Tree Explorers and Scenario Evaluators
A. Stage 1 Tree Explorers
Each Tree Explorer object stores and explores several vertices. The vertices are divorced from the library instance by separately storing the set of branching constraints specific to each vertex. Every object maintains a set of private vertex queues to manage the vertices in different stages of their lifes pan. When the LP library completes a solve, the next vertex is picked from a "ready" queue. This queue is prioritized according to the search policy (depth-first, most-promising first, etc). The delta of branching constraints between the previously solved vertex and the currently picked vertex is applied to the LP library to reconstruct the Stage 1 LP for the newly selected vertex. The Stage 1 LP is then solved to yield a new candidate solution for the current vertex. This candidate solution is sent for evaluation against the set of Stage 2 scenarios and the vertex is moved to a "waiting" queue. The compute object repeats the process as long as there are vertices waiting to be solved in the ready queue. Vertices move back from the waiting queue into the ready queue when the cuts from evaluating all the scenarios for the generated candidate allocation are sent back to the Tree Explorer. When a vertex "converges", that is, when the optimal fractional solution to the stochastic LP described by the vertex is found, it is "retired" by either pruning it or branching further.
The number of Tree Explorer objects is smaller than the number of vertices in the search tree. We also find from experiments that it is sufficient for the number of such Tree Explorers to be a small fraction of the number of processors in a parallel execution.
Cuts generated from a scenario evaluation can be used in all the Stage 1 LPs. However, we have found that this results in a deluge of cuts added to the Stage 1 library instances. In earlier work [17] , we have observed a strong correlation between the number of cuts added to a library instance and the time taken for the LP solve. Hence, instead of sharing the cuts across the entire BnB tree, we share cuts only across vertices hosted by a single Tree Explorer. Cuts generated from the evaluation of a candidate solution are hence messaged directly to the solver hosting the corresponding vertex. However, the collection of cuts accumulated in a library instance continues to grow as more vertices are explored. Since some of these may be loose constraints, we discard them to make space for newer constraints. If these constraints are required again later on, they will be regenerated by the algorithm. We implement bookkeeping mechanisms that track the activity of cuts and retires cuts identified as having low impact (longest-unused, most-unused, combination of the two, etc). This maintains a fixed window of recent cuts that are slowly specialized to the collection of active vertices sharing that library instance. The impact of cut retirement on solve times is illustrated in [17] .
B. Stage 2 Manager
Candidate solutions from the Tree Explorers are sent to a Stage 2 Manager object. This object helps implement a pull based work assignment scheme across all Scenario Evaluators. To do this, it maintains a queue of such candidate solutions and orchestrates the evaluation of all scenarios for each candidate. In order to remain responsive and ensure the quick completion of pull requests, the object is placed on its own dedicated core and other compute objects (which invoke, long, non preempted LP solves) are excluded from that core. The Stage 2 Manager ensures that each Tree Explorer gets an equal share of Stage 2 evaluation resources by picking candidates from Tree Explorers in round-robin fashion.
C. Stage 2 Scenario Evaluators
In this design variant, all Tree Explorers share the same collection of Scenario Evaluators. A Scenario Evaluator re quest the Stage 2 Manager for candidate Stage 1 solutions and evaluate these solutions for one or more scenarios. Upon evaluation, they send the generated cuts directly back to the Tree Explorer that hosts the specific BnB vertex. This pull-based scheme ensures good utilization of the processors hosting Scenario Evaluators, and also balances the scenario evaluation workload across all the Stage 2 processors. Given that the Stage 2 LP solve times are typically much larger than the messaging overhead to obtain work, the pull-based approach has negligible overhead.
D. Load Balancing
A Tree Explorer maintains a private list of vertices. It regularly updates the Stage 1 Manager of the total number of vertices that it currently has. Whenever a Tree Explorer runs 
X. Performance and Analysis
All experiments were performed on the 268 node (3216 cores) Taub cluster installed at University of Illinois. Each node has Intel HP X5650 2.66 GHz 6C processors and 24GB of memory. The cluster has a QDR Infiniband network communications with a Gigabit Ethernet control network. We used Gurobi [8] as the LP solver.
As noted in 5a and 5b, Stage 1 Manager and Stage 2 Manager (in Design B) are placed on processor O. Tree Explorer and Scenario Evaluator are place on disjunct set of processors, with Tree Explorer objects placed on processors 1 through M, and Scenario Evaluator objects placed on processors M + 1 through N, where M + N + 1 is the total number of processors. We use depth first search as the BnB vertex prioritization policy, where depth is determined by the total number of branching decisions taken on the path from the root node to that vertex. For vertices with the same depth, one with a smaller lower bound is given higher priority.
A. Variability in Execution time
As discussed in subsection VI-H, both designs suffer from variability in execution times across runs with identical con figurations. Design A ensures that the branching order remains the same across all runs of the same model. However, as discussed in VI, the chronology of incumbent discoveries might vary slightly across runs, thereby causing different pruning decisions and different BnB tree sizes. Design B, in addition, has another source of variation. The order in which the Stage 1 and Stage 2 solves are done can alter the LP solutions to the same problem because of the combined effect of advanced start and degenerate Stage 1, Stage 2 LPs. This changes the branching decisions and hence different trees are generated. This can cause significant variation in the time to solution. Figure 6 plots the performance of the two designs for 3t-120. On x-axis is the number of Tree Explorers. Each color corresponds to a scale e.g. p3 is for 3 processors, p6 for 6, and so on. At each scale, we measured the performance for varying number of Tree Explorers. For every configuration, we did 5 trials to measure the variability. The time to solution in these trials is plotted with markers in the same vertical line. Design A has much less variability as the markers are very close to each other as compared to the Design B, where performance varies even by an order of magnitude in some cases. In Figure 7 , we plot the BnB trees explored in two identically configured executions of Design B on the 5t-120 model. This explains the large variation in performance of Design B.
B. Performance Comparison
The number of Tree Explorers at any given execution scale has a significant effect on the performance. Expectedly, increasing the number of Tree Explorers too much inundates Stage 2 with work and deteriorates performance. We have also ascertained that the concurrent execution of several Stage 1 LPs on the same compute node of the machine increases the individual solve times because of memory bandwidth limitations. From Figure 6 it is clear that Design B, despite having high variability has significant advantage in terms of solution speed over Design A. This advantage is two-fold. First, the number of rounds to achieve convergence at the tree vertices is much smaller in Design B. This effect is shown in 8a, 8b in which we plot a histogram of the number of rounds vertices take to converge in the two designs. This difference can be attributed to the difference in the set of Benders cuts that are maintained by the two designs. In an effort to maintain repeatability, Design A always starts with the cuts from the parent vertex. On the other hand, Design B uses the most current set of cuts resident on the processor being used. This means that Design B has access to cuts generated in different parts of the tree and is therefore likely to have more cuts that are binding and thus speed up convergence. Secondly, the stage I linear programs also take less time to solve in Design B (Table II) . Since in Design A, every new vertex starts with a fresh start of the Gurobi library instance, a significant number of simplex iterations are required to optimize the LP in the first round for each vertex. Conversely, Design B always uses advanced start and the most recent cut set. The LPs differs from the previous vertex LP only in the few branching constraints and thereby, the LP solves very quickly using advanced start. Even though Design A has better repeatability, the worst performance using Design B is better than the best perfor mance using Design A. Therefore, Design B is the design of choice because of quicker time to solutions. Additionally, Design A suffers from large memory requirements for cut dump collection, which can become a bottleneck for larger data sets in which the tree frontier becomes very large before the solution is found.
C. Peiformance of Design B
Using large-scale parallel computing for an application is advantageous when it is guaranteed that running the appli cation on more processors will give faster times to solution. Unlike typical scientific iterative applications, Design B for this application suffers from large variability in execution times for runs with identical configurations, which makes it difficult to measure its parallel efficiency. We therefore need a different method to quantify its parallel efficiency in the wake of variation. Our method is to measure the probability of getting a certain parallel efficiency. To measure the performance of Design B with this metric, we did 20 trials of Design B with each of 3t-120 and St-120 datasets. In Table III and Table IV , first column has the parallel efficiencies. Rest of the columns report, at different scales, the fraction of trials that achieved greater efficiency than the corresponding entry in the first column. For example, for 3t- 120, the parallel efficiency was greater than 90% in 95% of the trials at 6 processors and in 75% of the trials at 15 processors. These results show that in majority of the cases efficiency was greater than 40% at all scales for both the datasets. Also note the super linear speedup in some cases. As compared to Gurobi's typical efficiency of 10% for IPs [6] , our algorithms yield significantly higher parallel efficiencies even at larger scales.
We further report the scaling of Design A and Design B in Figure 9 . We identify the best performing Tree Explorer count at each scale by comparing the average time to solution across 5 trials. Average times to solutions for these Tree Explorer counts are presented in Figure 9 for several datasets. We get very good incremental speedups on up to 480 processors for several datasets. The scaling at large scales is limited by the root vertex optimization, which takes many rounds to converge as compared to the other vertices. During root node optimization there is only 1 vertex and hence no Stage 1 parallelism. Scaling at large scales is additionally limited by the critical path to reach the optimal solution.
XI. Summary
We have discussed and presented several factors that in fluence the design and performance of parallel, two-stage stochastic integer programs solved using Branch-and-Bound. We have also presented two designs that prioritize different factors: 1) a nested parallel decomposition that solves each BnB vertex in isolation and 2) a design variant that shares LP library solvers as well as Stage 2 feedback across BnB vertices. The interplay between some of the factors like memory usage, solver sharing, degeneracy and tree structure are borne out by the performance results for both these designs on multiple datasets. Sharing solvers and cuts results in more variable, yet better performance. We also show strong scaling from 6 cores up to 480 cores of a dual hex-core, 2.67 GHz, Intel Xeon cluster. Because of the inherent variability in the amount of computation required, we also report the spread in performance by tabulating the fraction of trials that achieved various parallel efficiencies. We believe these are noteworthy results for strong scaling such an unconventional problem.
However, there is still a need for further characterizing the behavior of parallel stochastic integer programs ; and for further research into techniques for improved scalability. We feel our experiences and findings are a useful addition to the literature and can seed further work in this direction.
